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CRIMINAL ORGANISATIONS CONTROL BILL 2011 

Third Reading 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

MR C.C. PORTER (Bateman — Attorney General) [2.52 pm] — in reply: Before question time I was 

drawing to a very rapid conclusion. I had reached the third point that had been a point of contention at the second 

reading stage and during consideration in detail—that is, the mandatory sentencing provisions of the Criminal 

Organisations Control Bill 2011. As the shadow Attorney General mentioned, there was no philosophical or in-

principle disagreement with those, but the member raised those issues in the context of potential constitutional 

issues.  

With respect to the mandatory sentencing provisions—the third aspect which the shadow Attorney General 

focused on—these in effect create aggravating circumstances. Aggravating circumstances involve the 

prosecution proving that the offender is a member of an association; which organisation has been declared a 

criminal association. It is membership of the declared organisation that constitutes the aggravating 

circumstances. The matter is identified in proposed section 9D(1)(b) of the Sentencing Act as outlined at pages 

131 to 132 of the bill. We would make the point that mandatory penalties have a very long history. They have 

never been held to be inconsistent with Australian constitutional requirements, nor is there any difficulty with the 

law providing for higher penalties in aggravating circumstances. In defining aggravating circumstances, it is for 

Parliament to determine what circumstances justify the imposition of the higher or mandatory penalty. The 

sentencing provisions of the bill do not require the courts to act at the behest of the executive or otherwise affect 

their independence or impartiality. The courts in this situation will exercise their traditional role of determining 

and punishing criminal guilt when the offence provisions have been contravened. The provisions themselves do 

not require the courts to depart from judicial process when imposing the sentence; rather, the courts employ their 

ordinary sentencing procedure. That procedure must include of course considering whether aggravating 

circumstances are established by the evidence and imposing mandatory penalties when they are applicable.  

I have limited that third reading response to the three major constitutional issues that the member for Mindarie 

properly puts. He may still find that he has an issue with the government on those matters, but in any event an 

explanation of them has been provided.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 

 


